ABSTRACT
Invariants are a set of properties over program attributes that are expected to be true during the execution of a program. Since developing those invariants manually can be costly and challenging, there are a myriad of approaches that support automated mining of likely invariants from sources such as program traces. Existing approaches, however, are not equipped to capture the rich states that condition the behavior of autonomous mobile robots, or to manage the uncertainty associated with many variables in these systems. This means that valuable invariants that appear only under specific states remain uncovered. In this work we introduce an approach to infer conditional probabilistic invariants to assist in the characterization of the behavior of such rich stateful, stochastic systems. These probabilistic invariants take the form \( P(\text{Outcome}|\text{Given}) \), can encode a family of predefined patterns in either term, are generated using Bayesian inference to leverage observed trace data against priors gleaned from previous experience and expert knowledge, and are ranked based on their surprise value and information content. Our studies on two semi-autonomous mobile robotic systems show how the proposed approach is able to generate valuable and previously hidden stateful invariants.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Our community has built a large body of work on likely invariant generation from system traces. This body includes the inference of invariants of different types [23], from those attempting to characterize a variable range of values \([4, 5, 13, 17, 22]\) to those inferring temporal invariants \([2, 11, 19–21, 26, 28]\), and utilizes a variety of approaches ranging from frequentist inference \([5]\) to the generation of polynomial relations \([22]\) to k-tail \([20]\) to deep learning \([19]\). As we explored this body of work for its application to semi-autonomous mobile robots, however, we came to realize that these kinds of systems introduce a couple of unique attributes that existing invariant generation approaches were unable to fully capture.

The first unique attribute is the extent to which different system states render distinct sets of invariants, as the behavior of these systems is conditioned not so much by typical programmatic structures (i.e., functions pre- and post-conditions), but rather by particular system states. For example, the sensors activated and the attitude of a drone is conditioned by different mission states such as takeoff, approaching a target, or tracking a target, while a self-driving vehicle’s linear velocity bounds may change depending on whether the car is charging, parking, driving within a city, or driving on a highway. We argue and later show that ignoring this attribute greatly limits the potential of uncovering valuable invariants that only appeared under certain states.

The second distinctive attribute is the degree of uncertainty intrinsic to these systems. They may render different results under the same environmental conditions due to sensor noise, imperfect estimators, inaccurate actuators, and humans in the loop. Sensors like the onboard GPS for the Parrot BeBop 2 drone are \( \pm 3.0 \) meters\(^1\), actuators like those associated with the PX4 flight stack are often capped below their max to avoid actuator saturation\(^2\), and humans operators have a wide variety of reaction times. We argue and later show that failing to handle this attribute properly will make it difficult to judge the value of an inferred invariant.

The state of the art, however, does not support the generation of invariants that are conditioned by arbitrarily complex system states, nor does it support probabilistic invariants to better characterize the uncertainty associated with the exposed behaviors. The closest related work considers having two outcomes happening jointly (not conditionally) and ignores the prior probabilities by making assumptions about the data distribution \([5]\).

In this work we address this challenge by building on the statistical structure of conditional probabilities, \( P(\text{Outcome}|\text{Given}) \), to


\(^{2}\)https://dev.px4.io/v1.9.0/en/concept/mixing.html
uncover likely invariants that only manifest under particular program states. In doing so we aim to fulfill four requirements to make the approach practical. First, provided a high level specification of the potential variables to explore as part of the Outcome and Givens, the approach must systematically investigate the potential of relevant predicates on those variables as part of the Outcomes that are only likely under specific predicates on those variables as part of the Givens. Second, the approach must be able to uncover valuable conditional invariants without overfitting. Overfitting presents a challenge in that the addition of predicates into the Givens may render invariants that hold with high probability but are applicable to a very small number of instances. Third, the approach must be able to leverage prior knowledge as it becomes available, either from a trace or from a developer, to improve the probability estimates, without incurring in the cost of recomputing all invariants when new data is added. Fourth, the approach must avoid relying on arbitrary thresholds to determine what is and is not significant as the choice of such thresholds as highly dependent on the context.

To address the first requirement, we define a family of initial relevant predicates patterns for the robotics domain and a Bayesian invariant inference engine that implements conditional inference, and implement a domain-specific specification language and a tool pipeline to compute them. To address the second requirement, we incorporate a ranking mechanism that judges value based on how much an invariant probability changed from prior estimates to posterior findings, and use an information content metric to select an invariant per outcome that offers best fit with the least parameters. To address the third and fourth requirement, and also to further support the first, we shift the inference model from using the classical (frequentist) statistics employed by existing approaches [5, 13, 17, 28], to a Bayesian inference model that allows us to easily incorporate prior information from previous traces or developer’s knowledge, and does not require the definition of arbitrary thresholds or the reliance on data distribution assumptions.

The contributions of this work are:

- Approach to infer a family of conditional invariants patterns from traces through Bayesian inference.
- Implementation that provides the mechanisms to specify the space of variable predicates to explore, launch the inference engine to systematically explore that space, and ranked the solutions based on surprise and content.3
- Assessment of the proposed approach through its application to two systems, a reconnaissance drone and a semi-autonomous simulated car. The findings indicate that the approach can uncover valuable invariants that cannot be generated by existing approaches.4

2 MOTIVATION

Consider a drone performing a surveillance mission over a field whose objective is to locate and confirm a target. Figure 1 shows a downsized version of this real-world scenario where a micro-drone is sweeping for QR code targets inside of a user-defined area.

This drone system contains a rich set of states that influence system behavior. Some of its states may be defined by the mission
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range of speed values given a target has been detected, but also
the probability of each range of speed values. To compute (and
subsequently update) the probabilistic distributions associated with
the outcomes at various system states, we use Bayesian inference
to determine the conditional probability relating them.

Another way to understand the potential of our proposed ap-
proach is illustrated by Figure 2, which shows the probabilities for
invariants of the form \( P(x\text{-velocityHigh} | \text{Given}_1, \text{Given}_2, ..., \text{Given}_n) \)
where the x-axis displays the number predicates in the given. As
shown by the upper bound of the blue area, selectively and incre-
mentally conditioning the space by incorporating more predicates
into the Givens can render invariants with higher probability. In-
creasing the number of predicates to consider, however, also in-
cesases the computation cost exponentially and there is a point of
diminishing return where the invariants have higher probability
but overfit the data. These tradeoffs between value and cost is one
of the driving motivations for this work and one that studied later.

3 RELATED WORK

Ernst et al. [5] established Daikon, one of the benchmark inference
engines for detecting program invariants. Daikon’s engine creates
a field of potential invariants based on a set of predefined invari-
ant templates and the values found in a trace. We follow a similar
approach in that our predicates are basic patterns, but we incor-
porate them in the richer conditional probability structure. Daikon
then evaluates the potential invariants according to whether there
are sufficient samples to support them and no samples that vio-
late them. This frequentist approach, prevalent among invariant
inference engines, uses a confidence interval to ascertain that a
predicate holds against some probability of random negation, de-
termined by the number of samples supporting that predicate. One
drawback of their frequentist approach is that, while new traces
can be added to an existing sufficiently large set of samples, there
is a significant cost associated with the trace accumulation and
algorithmic complexity needed in order to reach that sufficiently
large set without relaxing the confidence interval. Daikon does not
compute conditional invariants, just joint probabilities, and does
not support multiple predicates.

Jiang et al. [17, 18] extend the Daikon invariant library to pat-
terns seen in robotic systems in order to derive monitors that can
check system properties at runtime. While Jiang et al. introduce
invariant templates tailored to robotic systems (e.g., bounded time
differentials, polygonal relationships between spatial variables ),
their approach still relies on a traditional frequentist approach and
the use of confidence intervals to retain viable instantiations of
those templates for a set of traces. Aliabadi et al. [1] present a
similar approach for cyberphysical system security.

Grunkse [12] focuses on probabilistic invariants as a qualitative
expression of requirements. He introduces a rich set of specification
patterns coupled with a structured english grammar to express
bounded probabilistic behavior of a system, instead of in terms of
absolute correctness, to incorporate expert knowledge and to
allow for it to be used for formal verification. Although this work
did not pursue automated inference of invariants, its treatment of
probabilistic patterns offers a roadmap for us to expand our work.

Perracotta [28] extracts temporal API specifications from traces
through a mix of analysis, patterns, and heuristics. There have

been many similar approaches since, but Perracota was among the
first to recognize that traces, or trace content for that matter, can
be noisy, so it incorporated mechanisms to ignore potential blips of
aberrant behavior patterns as negligible in the context of the
overall trend. Our search for probabilistic invariant generation is
inspired by these kinds of challenges. In a similar line of work,
Gabel et al. [11] developed a mining framework of temporal logic
properties. Their approach is similar to many approaches in terms
of combining patterns and incrementally encoding them as FSMS.
However, their strategy to start with simple patterns that can be
composed to generate much more complex ones is one that we have
adopted in our approach.

We note that none of the approaches, although closely aligned with
ours, produce the conditional probabilistic invariants with
Bayesian inference that we are pursuing.

4 APPROACH

The goal of the proposed approach is to generate invariants that
capture the probabilistic influence between system events as in
\( P(A|B) \). The next sections describe how, by building on conditional
probabilities and Bayesian statistical inference, we can process system traces to produce invariants that meet that goal.

4.1 Overview

Figure 3 provides a high-level diagram of the approach. The ap-
proach takes three parameters: a trace, a file of invariant specifi-
cations processable by the grammar, and a set of prior distributions.
The trace consists of a series of time-stamped variable-value pairs,
the invariant specifications define the space of outcome and given
predicates worth exploring as part of a conditional distribution
\( P(A|B) \), and the prior distribution \( P(A) \) is a set of prior probabilities
which reflect whatever knowledge we have on the outcome. Data
wrangling is a preprocessing step that consists of trace interpola-
tion and file checking, and configuration provides the inference
engine with a space of predicates to explore. The core component
of the approach is the inference engine, which utilizes Bayesian
inference to compute conditional probabilities based on the predi-
cate space and information in the trace. The engine produces such
probability as per the Bayesian formula
\[
P(A \mid B) = \frac{P(B \mid A)P(A)}{P(B)}
\]
where \( P(B \mid A) \) and \( P(B) \) are computed based on the trace. \( P(B \mid A) \)
tells us how likely is \( A \) to support \( B \), and \( P(B) \) is the total probability
\( B \) conditioned upon outcome variable \( A \). The generated conditional
probabilities are then ranked based on the change from the prior
probability \( P(A) \) to the computed posterior \( P(A \mid B) \), which reflects
the chance of uncovering an overlooked invariants.

4.2 Invariant Specification Pattern

We capture the probabilistic influence between two dependent
events as conditional probabilities of the form \( P(A|B) \), generalized
as the probability of \( A \) given \( B \), where \( A \) and \( B \) are boolean predicates
evaluated over single or multiple states of a system. \( B \) is commonly
referred to as the “given” predicate, which defines the subspace
where the probability of the \( A \) predicate is considered, and \( A \) as
the outcome. This simple conditional pattern belies the richness of
invariants it can encode, as these predicates can take many forms
and can be composed to form arbitrarily complex descriptions of variable states.

In its simplest form, if \( B \) is TRUE, then \( P(A \mid B) = P(A) \). This implies that any existing invariant pattern developed in the related work has the potential to be subsumed by the proposed invariant encoding. That includes from the simplest form of state invariants such as \( \text{battery} > 0 \) to complex metric temporal logic formulas such as \( \square (\text{Takeoff}) \iff (\diamond [0.3] (\text{altitude} > 0)) \). In its richest form and the focus of this effort, \( P(A \mid B) \) lets us explore how the system behavior encoded in \( B \) could influence other parts of the behavior encoded in \( A \). For example, continuing with the drone scenario described in the motivation, given \( A : \text{TargetDetected} = \text{TRUE} \) and \( B : \text{VelocityHigh} = \text{TRUE} \), we could consider the conditional probability \( P(\text{TargetDetected} \mid \text{VelocityHigh}) \), which describes the probability of a drone sensor detecting features of a target, given that the drone is moving at high speeds.

The family of specification patterns we currently support is guided in part by the needs we observed in the systems we have developed and studied, and includes three basic types of pattern predicates: \( \text{Equality} \), \( \text{Range} \), and \( \text{Trend} \). \( \text{Equality} \) predicates are of the form \( \text{var EqOP const} \), where variable type can be \( \text{int} \) \( \text{float} \) \( \text{string} \) \( \text{bool} \), and \( \text{EqOP} = \mid \neq \). This type of predicate encompasses earlier examples such as \( \text{TargetDetected} = \text{TRUE} \), \( \text{Speed} > 0 \) and \( \text{DroneState} = \text{Hovering} \). For non-integer \( \text{Equality} \) variables, we support fuzzy predicates with the addition of a threshold such that \( \text{variable EqOP const} \pm \delta \), such as \( \text{Acceleration} = 9.8 \pm 0.01 \). Additionally, we can have a disjunction of \( \text{Equality} \) over a variable, such as \( \text{DroneState} = \text{Hovering} \) \( \lor \text{DroneState} = \text{Translating} \). This kind of predicate is effective at capturing explicit conditional states such as those embedded in the state machine of a system.

\( \text{Range} \) predicates are of the form \( \text{var OP const} \), with \( \text{OP} : \mid < \mid > \mid \leq \mid \geq \mid = \mid \neq \), and include conjunctions and disjunctions. \( \text{Range} \) predicates can capture implicit states encoded in variables. For example, a variable \( \text{Latency} \) has values that can be partitioned indicating a fast response \( \text{Latency} < 10 \), a medium response \( \text{Latency} \geq 10 \) \( \land \) \( \text{Latency} < 20 \), or a slow response \( \text{Latency} \geq 20 \), and the system behavior may be conditioned differently across those ranges.

\( \text{Trend} \) predicates are different in that they involve state sequences, which is particularly valuable to capture tendencies over time. These predicates apply a function to a sequence of values within a configured number of timesteps, referred to here as a window. \( \text{Trend} \)

For readability, we simplify the predicates that check a boolean variable by just specifying the variable name.

4.3 Inferring Invariants

Algorithm 1 shows the key steps in the inference process for two predicates \( A \) and \( B \) in \( P(A \mid B) \). Given a trace, two predicates \( A \) and \( B \), and a prior distribution for \( A \), the algorithm starts by processing each record in the trace, and evaluating the predicates on the appropriate trace variables. Such evaluation is performed according to the type of predicate to render a \( \text{TRUE} \) if the predicate holds. If predicates \( A \) or \( B \) hold, then their corresponding frequency count is updated, and if both of them hold then their joint probability is also updated. Once the trace is processed, these frequency counts are used to compute the probabilities required by Bayesian inference: the total probability \( P(B) \), \( P(B \mid A) \), and finally \( P(A \mid B) \).

In practice, two aspects of the algorithm acquire additional complexity. First, the \( \text{eval} \) function must deal with predicates that require processing multiple trace records concurrently, peeking backward and forward in the trace to evaluate \( \text{trend} \) predicates. Second, compound predicates impose additional frequency tracking, and extended functions to compute the probabilities as they require to iterate over a larger number of combinations of predicates. We now illustrate these challenges through an example.

Consider the brief sample trace in Table 1. Let us assume a developer is interested in just exploring predicates \( A : \text{MissionState} = \text{PossibleTargetDetected} \) and \( B : \text{y-velocityChange} < 0 \), where the y-velocityChange window size is 3 timesteps and its ranges are \( y-velocity < 0 \), \( y-velocity \geq 0 \). The developer also provides a \( \text{MachineState} = \text{PossibleTargetDetected} \) prior of 0.3.

Algorithm 1 processes the trace to compute the frequency of \( \text{MissionState} = \text{PossibleTargetDetected} \) and of the likelihood \( \text{MachineState} = \text{PossibleTargetDetected} \) given \( y-velocityChange < 0 \). Since the y-velocity window is 3 and ignoring windows extending outside the shown trace, the algorithm counts two instances where \( y-velocity \) decreases: from times 1-3 and from times 2-4.
Algorithm 1: Single Inference

Input: trace, A, B, P(A)
Output: P(A|B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>MachineState</th>
<th>y-velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Sweeping</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sweeping</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sweeping</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PossibleTargetDetected</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>PossibleTargetDetected</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Sample trace from the drone scenario.

the anchor index of these windows, times 3 and 4 have an instance of MachineState=PossibleTargetDetected. So, the frequency counts after processing the trace are: MachineState=PossibleTargetDetected: count = 2, y-velocityChange<0: count = 2, and y-velocityChange=0 | MachineState=PossibleTargetDetected: count = 1.

After the trace is processed, P(B) is calculated as per the law of total probability, which is generally defined as such for a discrete set of all evaluations of predicate A: P(B) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P(B | A_i)P(A_i), where A_i denotes a value of predicate A and P(A_i) is the prior probability of A_i. For now, since we are working on just a single predicate A, A_1 corresponds to MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected, and we use the complement ¬MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected as A_2 to compute the total probability. If another predicate like MachineState = Landing was defined by the developer, then that would constitute the new A_2, and the complement of those predicates’ conjunction would be A_3.

We are computing P(MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected | y-velocityChange<0), so we would only need to calculate P(y-velocityChange<0 | MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected) + P(y-velocityChange<0 | ¬MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected). Since the prior of MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected is 0.3 and the prior of ¬MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected is 0.7, we have \frac{1}{2} * 0.3 + \frac{1}{2} * 0.7 = 0.383 as the total probability of MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected. The prior, likelihood, and total probabilities are then used to calculate the Bayesian probabilities of each generated invariant. Then, P(MachineState = PossibleTargetDetected | y-velocityChange<0) is \frac{0.3}{0.383} = 0.787.

Note that in this illustrating example we focus on predicates with expressions on just single variables. The above example easily generalizes to handle multiple given predicates, where the algorithm checks for the coincidence of Outcome and multiple Given predicates instead of a single one. In order to calculate P(A|B, C), freqAandBandC would have to be computed to produce P(B, C|A) on line 9 in Algorithm 1, and line 10 would become P(B, C|A) ← P(B, C|A) * P(A) + P(B, C|¬A) * P(¬A).

4.4 Ranking and Model Selection

As the potential space of predicates to explore grows, so does the number of invariants the approach must evaluate, and the ones a developer must analyze. As such, we found it essential to integrate mechanisms to highlight invariants that may surprise the developer while taking into consideration the invariant complexity.

The first mechanism is based on the surprise ratio [15], expressed as the ratio of posterior likelihood over prior probability of the outcome, expressed P(B|A). Ranking by this ratio allows for the prioritization of invariants that show the greatest potential to change the likelihood of an outcome, and hence to highlight invariants that may have been hidden before conditioning was used.

The second mechanism is based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [27]. This metric maximizes log likelihood while penalizing overfitting of the model through the formula \( BIC = \ln(n)k - 2\ln(L) \), where n = number of observations, k = number of model parameters, and L = maximum log likelihood. Given two invariants with the same outcome, BIC is particularly useful to determine whether an invariant with more predicates is worth it. For example, if P(WarningState=BatteryLow | x-velocityHigh) contains P(WarningState=BatteryLow | x-velocityHigh y-velocityHigh) and P(WarningState=BatteryLow | x-velocityHigh MissionState=Complete) and the nested models with more predicates show little fluctuation in the resulting likelihood of WarningState=BatteryLow, then the BIC will assign a more favorable score to the smallest model of the three, i.e. the model at the topmost nesting level.

4.5 Implementation

The implementation generalizes Algorithm 1 to accommodate multiple predicates, performing additional bookkeeping to optimize the evaluation of those predicates, requiring only one traversal of the trace. The implementation uses the Apache Commons Lang [8] and Apache Commons Math [7] packages to process original and intermediate trace files. The implementation also defines a language for developers to specify the space of predicates worth exploring, which is summarized by the next production rules. The grammar was implemented using the LALR-1 CUP parser generator [6] and has been abbreviated for clarity.

```
The engine can either use predicates as givens or outcomes as specified by the grammar, or combinatorically construct conjunctions of givens using any of the variable definitions. Constraints allow the engine to investigate only specific combinations of variables of interest. This enables developer-defined configurations of variables upon which outcomes should be conditioned, further reducing the possible combinations of variables. For example, if a config file defines the Outcome variables x-velocity and y-velocity, and the Given variables MissionState and WarningState, then adding the constraint \( P(\text{x-velocity} | \text{MissionState}) \) will only apply Mission-\text{State Given} predicates to x-velocity predicates as defined in the constraints, as opposed to applying the predicates of all Given variables to the predicates of the x-velocity Outcome variable.

5 STUDY

The goal of this study is to better understand the value and cost of the generated conditional probabilistic invariants. More specifically, our research questions are:

- **What is the value-added of the generated conditional probabilistic invariants?** We judge value by ranking the invariants based on the surprise index, i.e. how much they changed from the prior, by interpreting the top generated invariants per outcome among those according to the lowest Bayesian information criteria, and by comparing the resulting sets of invariants against those generated by Daikon.
- **What is the cost of generating such invariants?** We assess cost in terms of the time to generate the invariants as a function of the number of predicates and trace length.

In the following sections, we first describe the setup of engine and scenarios, then address these two research questions.

5.1 Study Setup

To answer the research questions, we required systems that met three requirements. First, they had to exhibit stochastic and conditional behavior. Second, they had to be amenable to the proposed analysis in that they generated a trace and were accessible enough for us to interpret the findings. Third, they had to cover different domains in terms of the sources of uncertainty and type of systems to help us understand whether the results would generalize. We identified two systems and contexts that meet those criteria and are described in more detail in the next subsections: (1) a drone performing a reconnaissance mission, and (2) an autonomous driving car interacting with a human driver. Both systems and their executing scenarios were developed at [anonymized], they cover different domains with different sources of uncertainty, with the ground system uncertainty caused primarily by the drivers and sensors, and the aerial system caused by the sensors.

For each system we prepared configuration files and converted their system traces into a standard format processable by the inference engine. As a general strategy, when building the configuration files we favored including all potentially interesting variables even when we could not clearly anticipate their relation to other variables. We were more conservative in defining ranges, favoring fewer ranges because smaller partitions of variable values were difficult to define meaningfully without significant empirical tuning. For example, the values of \( \text{reaction}_\text{time} \) were split into two ranges, \( 0 \leq \text{reaction}_\text{time} < 7 \) being fast and \( \text{reaction}_\text{time} \geq 7 \) being slow. These ranges were determined through Jenks natural breaks optimization [16] with slight adjustments to the resulting breakpoints to create uniform intervals. Ranked invariants were evaluated by surprise ratio, calculated by comparison of the posterior over prior. Surprise ratios can be interpreted as the factor by which an outcome becomes more likely in a conditioned state. An invariant \( P(\text{x-velocityHigh} | \text{batteryLow}) \) with a surprise ratio of 2 indicates that the outcome x-velocityHigh is 2 times more likely when conditioned upon the given batteryLow.

Priors were calculated according to their frequency count in a subset of the traces for each system. The subset from which the priors were derived was disjoint from the subset of traces from which invariants were generated.

5.1.1 Drone ISR. The drone scenario is designed to mimic a simple intelligence/surveillance/reconnaissance (ISR) mission. The drone scenario employs a DJI Tello [24] whose onboard computer is interfaced with a series of controllers implemented in (ROS) [10]. The drone navigates in a controlled indoor flying cage equipped with a Vicon localization system [25]. The ISR mission starts with the drone autonomously taking off at randomly defined "base" coordinates and approaching a predefined sweep area. Once the sweep area is reached, the drone sweeps for a "target" identifiable through a QR code. The waypoint navigation and sweep speed are adjusted by PID controllers. When a target is detected, the drone stops and queries the operator to confirm the target, which may require closer manual exploration. When a target is adjudicated to be the desired target, the drone returns to the home base coordinates. If the drone loses its localization services, it hovers and queries the user for a decision. The user may either request manual control to guide the drone back into the last localized position, in which case the user may return to autonomous control and the drone resumes sweeping where it left off, or the user may request an emergency landing. If the user does not respond within a set time, the drone performs an emergency landing. The targets were positioned outside of the localization area so, if the operator requested the drone to examine a target too closely, the drone would likely lose localization services.

A total of 34 runs containing 109 unique variables were collected using one operator and a variety of user inputs. Of those runs, 30 detected a possible target, 23 had the operator taking manual control, 20 had the operator issuing a closer examination command, 21 saw at least a partial loss of localization services, 20 saw a total loss of localization services, and 3 ended in emergency landings. 17 of these drone runs were randomly selected and their traces were used to compute the priors. Traces were captured using the ROS bagging [9], which produces a trace of timestamped variable-value pairs. Our data wrangling scripts transform those bags into traces that had a value for every variable at every timestep using interpolation and that were in the .csv format required by our implementation. Traces were on average 93.5s long per run. Priors traces comprised 49.0% of all traces used in this study.
The autonomous driving study is designed to explore drivers’ reactions under 16 different scenarios and modes, on a simulated four-lane road for the participants to interact with a driving simulator (Force Dynamics CR 401 [3]). In each scenario, there are four potentially hazardous incidents: a pedestrian crossing the road, a cyclist riding slowly in the same lane, a stopped truck in the same lane, and an incoming truck in the other lane. The occurring incidents are randomized so that the participant cannot predict the next incident. The simulated car is equipped with a sensor to detect any events in the roadway within 40 meters. When detecting an incident, depending on the scenario, the car may send an auditory alarm to alert the driver. Among the 16 driving scenarios, eight of them are fully-autonomous scenarios, the wheel, throttle, and brake are controlled by a path-following controller that attempts to maintain a velocity, stay in the center of the lane, and avoid hazardous incidents. The other eight are semi-autonomous so the driver can switch between autonomous and manual driving mode. The system will not respond to any operation from the human driver. While driving, the subjects can adjust their trust level towards the autonomous driving system in a scale from one to five, with five being the highest trust level, by pressing buttons embedded on the steer to increase or decrease the trust level. The drivers can only change the trust level in the autonomous driving mode. Switching to manual driving mode will set trust level at 0. Switching from the manual driving mode to the autonomous driving mode will set trust to the default of three.

The study had 19 participants from [Anonymized]. Each participant had one training trial and 16 experimental trials. 9 participants were randomly selected and their driving traces (144 traces total) were used to compute the priors. Traces were captured using the PreScan software [14] which was integrated with the simulator. Each trial lasted 180 seconds resulting in a trace of 180 elements with a time step of 1 second. We recorded the vehicle dynamics, environment information, and user reactions through 32 variables. In total, 3,326 invariants were generated for the driving scenario. Table 3 shows variables appearing in the top ten invariants that will be reported in the next section.

### 5.2 Results on Value-added

We present the top ten invariants generated for each system in Tables 4 and 6 (the rest of the invariants are available in the repo). Invariants are presented in the form $P(\text{Outcome} \mid \text{Givens})$. The prior probability is the probability of outcome $A$ as calculated from the prior dataset. The surprise ratio shows the relation of posterior to prior, and the explanation is a straightforward description of the invariant defined formally in the first column.

#### Drone ISR
Table 6 shows the top ten invariants for the drone scenario, ranked in descending order by surprise ratio. A system developer might expect some of the invariants with high posterior probabilities, such as $P(\text{MissionState}=\text{Complete} \mid \text{MachineState}=\text{Landing UserCommand}=\text{Default WarningState}=\text{Default})$ on row 10. This is because in order for the drone to have completed its mission, it must make it back to its original starting point without incident and land. This invariant is strongly upheld by design, and its probability will remain high across any traces supplied to the engine. Compare

### Table 2: Variables in the Drone Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Predicate Type</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UserCommand</td>
<td>String Equality</td>
<td>Command chosen by user from a predefined list. Can take values of: Default, Hover, KeepSweeping, LookCloser, RequestAutoControl, RequestManualControl, ReturnHome, Land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MissionState</td>
<td>String Equality</td>
<td>Set of states describing mission status. Can take values of: Complete, InProgress, InsideSweepArea, OutsideSweepArea, PossibleTargetDetected, Suspended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x-velocity</td>
<td>Float Range</td>
<td>Magnitude of the x-velocity in m/s. Range: 0-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y-velocity</td>
<td>Float Range</td>
<td>Magnitude of the y-velocity in m/s. Range: 0-1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaction_time</td>
<td>Float Range</td>
<td>Time in seconds user took to give a command after being prompted. Range: 0.0-14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensor.status</td>
<td>Integer Equality</td>
<td>Values target sensor takes depending on what it detects. 1=no target detected, 2=sensor ready to detect, 3=full target detected, 4=partial target detected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Variables in the Autonomous Car Study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Predicate Type</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>String Equality</td>
<td>Driving mode that the simulated car is in. Can take values of: Autonomous, Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WheelChange</td>
<td>Float Trend</td>
<td>Rate of change of wheel angle of the simulated car per second in degrees. Range: -360-360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throttle</td>
<td>Float Range</td>
<td>Throttle applied to the simulated car in percentage. Range: 0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brake</td>
<td>Float Range</td>
<td>Braking pressure applied to the simulated car in percentage. Range: 0-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VelocityChange</td>
<td>Float Trend</td>
<td>Rate of change of the velocity of the simulated car per second in m/s². Range: -7-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event</td>
<td>String Equality</td>
<td>Event detected by the sensor of the simulated car. Can take values of Pedestrian, Obstacle, Truck, Cyclist, False Alarm, None (None indicates nothing is detected by the sensor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TrustChange</td>
<td>Integer Trend</td>
<td>Change of trust level towards the autonomous driving system. Can take values of -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 4: Autonomous driving scenario.

A total of 30 unique predicates were identified to comprise the outcomes and the givens to generate 72,347 invariants. Table 2 lists the variables appearing in the top ten invariants that will be reported in the next section.
these high posterior probabilities to the respective 0.04574 prior probability of MissionState = Complete, which was calculated by frequency count across all state spaces in the prior dataset.

Some invariants had an unexpectedly high surprise ratio. Invariant $P(sensor\_status=4 \mid MissionState=PossibleTargetDetected) = 0.015 \leq y\_velocity \leq 0.25 \wedge reaction\_time = null$ with the highest surprise ratio on row 1 showed that when the drone was in a PossibleTargetDetected state and $y$-velocity was low, the sensor was only able to detect a partial target, perhaps indicating the need for a lower sweep speed in order to keep the full target in sensor range. The high surprise ratio of $P(User\_Command=RequestAutoControl \mid MissionState=InProgress\_MachineState=LosingVicon\_WarningState= LosingVicon )$ on row 4 was unexpected because other mission states can be associated with $User\_Command=RequestAutoControl$, such as a suspension of the mission and use of manual control to return to Vicon connectivity following to a NoVicon state, which can occur during any machine state. This invariant tells us that the user had difficulty perceiving when localization connectivity was re-established and tried using autonomous control when it was not possible, which could be an opportunity for improvement in a later version of the system. $P(reaction\_time = 7 \mid MissionState=Outside\_Sweep\_Area\_sensor\_status=3 y\_velocity = 0.25 )$ on row 7 was also unexpectedly high. The predicate reaction\_time = 7 can be associated with any command, but it seems to be most closely associated with end-of-mission commands as the mission state it is most closely related to is Outside\_Sweep\_Area. The slow reaction time when the sensor is detecting a full target and the drone is outside the sweep area could be interpreted by the developer as an area for optimization, such as a need for sensor stabilization or a higher $x$-velocity at that time.

Predicates $flight\_data\_battery\_low, y\_velocity < 0.01$, and $0.01 \leq x\_velocity < 0.25$ do not appear in the top ten invariants whatsoever. This shows that various subspaces within the trace show markedly different probabilistic behaviors than the priors characterizing the entire event space of similar traces, and which the naive approach discussed in the introduction could not capture. The wide gap in prior and posterior probabilities underlines the need to capture behavior on a stateful basis to more accurately represent system behavior.

The comparison of common predicates between invariants in Table 4 and priors in Table 7a, shows marked dissimilarities. No predicates appear in both the top ten priors and top ten invariants’ posterior outcome predicates. Out of the 25 total unique predicates in Table 4 only 5 also appear in the top ten priors. This shows that stateful conditioning has a significant impact upon the probability of predicates.

We compare our approach to the perennially popular inference engine Daikon. Table 5 shows output for a tweaked version of Daikon that includes the invariant probabilities for single-predicate splitting and allows for expression of stateful behavior as a conjunction. Comparing the probabilities of the User\_Command predicates in Table 5 and Table 4, we see that the Daikon invariants capture probabilities closer to unconditioned prior probabilities, but give no indication of the circumstances under which those commands occur. In the warning\_state\_change entry point, we see that the range of $x$-velocities is similar to the Bayesian invariant $P(WarningState=LosingVicon \mid sensor\_status=1 Machine\_State=LosingVicon x\_velocity = 0.01 )$ on row 6. However, this is not a conditional invariant but rather a conjunction of $sensor\_status = 1$ $\land x\_velocity \geq 0.609$ which holds with confidence $\geq 0.95$ at this program point. Moreover, it is not possible to split this program point using more than one predicate at a time, thus overlooking most of the invariants in Table 4. While these invariants are informative, they do not reach the granularity and freedom of configuration that is achievable with our approach.

Overall, the generated probabilistic invariants confirm designed-by-design properties and expose properties of the drone ISR system that were heretofore unknown or not obvious and not captured by existing approaches.

**Autonomous Driving.** Similar to the drone scenario, some of the generated invariants with the highest posterior likelihood confirm our understanding of how the system operates. We here discuss invariants from the table selected for their high surprise ratios or which were of particular interest to the developers of the system. Invariant $P(Brake>0 \mid Mode=autonomous Throttle==0 Event=pedestrian detected TrustChange>0 )$ on row 1 had the highest surprise ratio, possibly due to the specific behavior the autonomous controller exhibited in the presence of a pedestrian and the trust-building effect it had on the human in the loop. Invariant $P(Throttle==0 \mid Mode = autonomous Event=pedestrian detected )$ on row 2 had a similarly high surprise ratio, with posterior likelihood of 1.0 indicating that when the car is autonomously controlled and a pedestrian is in the roadway, the throttle is no longer engaged. This has a slightly higher probability than $P(Brake>0 \mid Mode=autonomous Throttle==0 Event=pedestrian detected TrustChange>0 )$, likely because the throttle must be disengaged before brake can be engaged, and the brake may be engaged for multiple reasons, such as a different event or a curve in the road. The inclusion of predicate TrustChange > 0 in the givens was surprising as well, as it indicates that an increase in trust in conjunction with detecting a pedestrian is correlated with a subsequent application of the brakes. Note that this is not a causal relationship, as the autonomous driving algorithm does not react to changes in trust from the human in the loop.

Dealing with incidents on the road is essential to demonstrate realistic safety behaviors in the autonomous driving scenario. Invariants given Event=Pedestrian detected characterize the performance of the simulated car when handling the incident of a pedestrian crossing the road. The car decreases the velocity by applying brake and easing the throttle, but no wheel change is closely associated according to the model selection algorithm. It fits the expectation that the car tends to slow down, rather than changing lanes to bypass the pedestrian. In larger models, both WheelChange >= 20 and WheelChange < 20 predicates present with no significant change to the posterior likelihood, showing that the posterior likelihood is more strongly conditioned on a change in Throttle. On the other hand, invariants given Event=Cyclist detected shows that the car performs a steep turn and unexpectedly accelerates in order to avoid the cyclist. Outside of the top ten, similar invariants can be found involving Event = Truck, which shows that the car again unexpectedly accelerates when passing the incoming truck on the other lane. These invariants present trends that the designers were unaware of and provide direct guidance on improving the system design when handling incidents.

Invariants related to Mode provide the information during manual driving or autonomous driving. Invariant $P(TrustChange=0 \mid User\_Command=RequestAutoControl )$ has a similar $x$-velocity to the Bayesian invariant $P(WarningState=LosingVicon \mid sensor\_status=1 Machine\_State=LosingVicon x\_velocity = 0.01 )$ on row 6. However, this is not a conditional invariant but rather a conjunction of $sensor\_status = 1$ $\land x\_velocity \geq 0.609$ which holds with confidence $\geq 0.95$ at this program point. Moreover, it is not possible to split this program point using more than one predicate at a time, thus overlooking most of the invariants in Table 4. While these invariants are informative, they do not reach the granularity and freedom of configuration that is achievable with our approach.
When drone is performing a sweeping task and x-velocity is high, when machine is landing and x-velocity is low, the user has likely just issued a command to return home.

When drone is outside the sweep area, the sensor has detected a full target, and y-velocity is high, user reaction time is likely slow. When sensor has not detected any target, drone has detected an unreliable Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity.

When sensor has not detected any target, x-velocity is low, and a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has not detected any target, drone has detected an unreliable Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When machine is landing and x-velocity is low, the user has likely just issued a command to land.

When drone is outside the sweep area, the sensor has detected a partial target.

When sensor has not detected any target, drone has detected an unreliable Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has not detected any target, x-velocity is low, and a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has not detected any target, x-velocity is low, and a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When machine is landing and x-velocity is low, the user has likely just issued a command to land.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has not detected any target, drone has detected an unreliable Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When machine is landing and x-velocity is low, the user has likely just issued a command to land.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When machine is landing and x-velocity is low, the user has likely just issued a command to land.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.

When sensor has detected loss of Vicon connectivity, and x-velocity is low, a warning has been raised for no Vicon connectivity, the drone has likely just issued a command to return home.
When mode is autonomous and a pedestrian is in the roadway, throttle is engaged, brake is likely engaged.

When mode is autonomous and nothing is detected in the roadway, brake is likely not engaged.

When brake is not engaged, mode is manual, throttle is engaged, and nothing is detected in the roadway, trust is likely increasing.

When brake is not engaged, mode is autonomous, throttle is engaged, a cyclist is in the roadway, and trust increased, wheel angle is likely changing quickly.

When brake is not engaged, mode is autonomous, throttle is engaged, nothing is detected in the roadway, and wheel angle is changing quickly, trust is likely to decrease.

When mode is autonomous and nothing is detected in the roadway, throttle is likely engaged.

When mode is autonomous and nothing is detected in the roadway, brake is likely not engaged.

When brake is not engaged, mode is autonomous, throttle is engaged, nothing has been detected in the roadway, and wheel angle is changing quickly, trust is likely to remain constant.

in the discovery of unexpected behaviors appearing only under certain contexts, and expose potential opportunities to optimize a system with greater context specificity. As for associated cost seen in Figure 5, the engine linearly scales to larger trace lengths and exponentially scales to larger variable spaces.

This work leaves a great deal of opportunity for future research threads. First, we will augment the inference engine by incorporating predicate definitions that include more complex operators such as temporal ones. Second, we hope to move past developer’s suggested variable and variables ranges to an engine that can automatically explore that space through linear regression. Third, we suggested variable and variables ranges to an engine that can automatically explore that space through linear regression. Third, we wanted to understand that a positive role of detecting a target, i.e. P(TargetDetected | DroneNearTarget). We would calculate the likelihood every step or several steps during the course of the trace and use the updated prior at the end, resulting in a more nuanced understanding of the overall probability that this prior for that particular trace.
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